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The purpose of this study was to explore the plausibility of applying

brand equity theory to electronic media, particularly television programs. While

the broadcasting and cable industries have embraced the jargon of brand

management, there has been scant published research on the specifics of

how conventional brand management theory can be applied to television

program strategies and practices. Additionally, there has been little

nonproprietary work on how to measure the influence of program brand equity

on program ratings performance.

When examining program ratings performance, the powerful influence of

lead-in programming (coined by media researchers as inheritance effects or

tuning inertia) cannot be ignored. Synthesizing elements from several

consumer-based brand equity theories, the investigator proposed that a

vi



program brand equity model focuses on the differential ratings response of a

program to its direct competitors and to its lead-in programming. After

establishing this framework, a number of hypotheses were tested within a

case study format. The daily ratings performance of three 11:00 PM local

newscasts in a major southeast television market were analyzed using one

station as an equity benchmark.

Acknowledging the lack of external validity and the need for further testing

across many markets and program genres, the results of this exploratory study

were encouraging. With ail hypotheses supported to some degree, the study

concludes with several recommendations for a program equity research

agenda for future work in the field.



CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

In the spring of 1996, many media observers were startled to learn that

the newly appointed general manager of the prestigious NBC owned and

operated TV station in Los Angeles, KNBC, had never before worked at a

television station, broadcast network, or production studio. Instead, Carole

Lynn Black was hired from the management ranks of Proctor and Gamble.

NBC discounted her lack of direct broadcasting experience by emphasizing her

extraordinary talents in brand marketing. In an interview, Black (1996) stated,

“My experience at P&G taught me that branding is about finding the uniqueness

in two very similar products, presenting that positive uniqueness to the

consumer and driving that message home” (p. 93). This unprecedented

management decision to hire someone outside the core industry to direct the

operations of a network “flagship” station serves as just one example of how

the electronic media have become captivated with brand management theory.

In an effort to cope with unprecedented competition, audience fragmentation,

and declining market shares, broadcasters have looked to the retail consumer

goods industry for inspiration. The result has been the eager adoption of the

jargon, if not the substance, of brand management. The media trade press are

filled with cursory references to “brand identity,” “brand image,” and “brand

1



extension.” In particular, there has been a growing interest in that most

muddled of brand management concepts, “brand equity.”

2

Although there are many divergent conceptualizations of brand equity,

there is universal agreement that equity enhances a product’s performance in

the consumer marketplace. That is, equity helps reinforce consumer loyalty,

attract new customers, and insulate the product from competitive attack. Fierce

competition is the catalyst for most businesses to look beyond short-term

sales goals and focus on the more enduring advantages of consumer-based

brand equity. Encountering dozens, if not hundreds, of cable and satellite

program competitors, many television executives have embraced a

management perspective where networks, stations, or programs are regarded

as consumer brands. As with conventional consumer goods, the expectation is

that brand equity will enhance the performance characteristics of a program in

the audience marketplace. More specifically, brand equity theory is presumed

to help broadcasters develop and schedule programs that will deliver dominant

Nielsen ratings.

A goal of brand equity research has been to determine the proportion of

a brand’s market share that is most vulnerable to consumer brand switching.

Recognizing the vulnerability of a brand allows brand managers to make

informed strategic decisions. By ignoring the symptoms of poor equity,

managers run the risk of unforeseen declines in market shares and

disappointing bottom lines (Kapferer, 1992). Similarly, managers of the

electronic media wish also to diagnose any vulnerabilities in a program’s
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audience performance. Although there is considerable professional and

scholarly research on brand equity dealing with conventional consumer goods,

there has been little work done on adapting these theoretical precepts to

electronic media.

Furthermore, any meaningful study of program ratings performance

cannot ignore the potent influence of lead-in programming or inheritance

effects. It is no secret among programmers that the best predictor of a

program’s audience size is often the size of the audience leading into it. While

there is considerable literature on this subject, no one has approached this

program performance issue from the vantage point of brand equity.

The purpose of this study is twofold. The first is to increase the body of

knowledge of brand equity theory by exploring its applicability to television

program ratings performance. The second is to offer an exploratory case study

that tests a proposed theoretical approach that synthesizes aspects of

traditional brand equity with Nielsen television ratings. Using diary-based

“sweeps” data and electronically metered “overnight” ratings, this study

attempts to measure the relative influence of program brand equity on the

performance of three late evening newscasts in a designated southeast

market. Particular attention is paid to the relationship between the newscasts

to their lead-in programs as a means of evaluating program brand equity.



CHAPTER 2
REVIEW OF LITERATURE

Branding has become the buzzword of the day. . . . More
is riding on the success or failure of broadcast branding
than at any time in the medium’s history.

(Stay Tuned, 1995, p. 58)

Competition Changes Everything

Branding and many of the notions of brand management are not new to

most American consumer goods. Some of today’s most prominent brands

such as Coke, Levi, Maxwell House, Budweizer, Campbell and Kellogg began

their branding efforts in the 1880s (Aaker, 1991). What is new is the adoption of

this paradigm by the electronic media.

As will be elaborated in later sections, the primary motivation for applying

brand management to a consumer product or service is competition. As the

number of similar products or services in the marketplace increases, the need

for highly differentiated brands becomes more acute. Also, with a rise in

competition, there is usually a similar rise in the speed and sophistication of

measuring brand performance in the marketplace. The introduction of

technological devices such as computerized UPC codes has enabled retailers

to track almost instantly consumer purchases for thousands of brands. While

attitudinal measures of equity may certainly be of value, measures of in-market

consumer behavior are the preferred means of evaluating brand performance.

4
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As a marketing vice president at Proctor and Gamble recently proclaimed, “In

an information-rich environment, impatient retailers don’t hesitate to relinquish

brands that don’t deliver consistent and profitable sales. In order to survive in

an increasingly competitive marketplace, a high level of brand fitness is

required11 (Gleason, 1995, p. 37).

The same can be said for the brand fitness of a television program in an

ever-increasing competitive environment. The business of commercial

broadcasting is the selling of audiences to advertisers, and in an “information

rich” world of overnight Nielsen ratings, impatient program executives do not

hesitate to cancel programs that cannot deliver consistent and profitable

audience ratings.

The late arrival of brand management to the business of American

television was due primarily to a lack of competition. For over three decades,

the competitive arena for commercial television was restricted to three major

players. Through the interplay of various legal, economic, and technological

factors, a three-network program oligopoly dominated the television industry

from the 1950s to the mid 1980s. ABC, CBS, and NBC provided over 75% of the

daily programming for their local affiliated stations (Long, 1979). Syndicated

programming filled the remaining hours, but here again the viewer choices

were meager because of the few number of stations licensed to each

community.

By in the mid 1980s the competitive picture began to change when Fox

became a iegitimate network player, siphoning off young adult viewers from the
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“Big Three” networks. The 80s also witnessed the coming of age for cable

television. Cable program networks such as CNN, ESPN, MTV, A&E,

Nickelodeon, and Discovery began to encroach on the audience territory that

was once the exclusive domain of the broadcast networks and their affiliated

stations. As the number of unique cable programming options increased, so

did the number of subscribers, and with more subscribers came more

audience fragmentation (Lin, 1995). From 1977 to 1997, ABC-, CBS-, and NBC-

affiliated stations combined lost over 40% of their viewing households to basic

cable and other alternative media (Myers, 1997). In the near future,

technological breakthroughs such as digital compression and fiber optics will

enable cable and satellite companies to increase channel capacity from a few

dozen channels to several hundred. With over 70% of the U.S. households

already “wired,” traditional over-the-air (terrestrial) broadcasters can no longer

count on captive audiences and guaranteed profits. Former NBC programming

executive and media entrepreneur, Brandon Tartikoff, claimed in a 1993

interview that with the advent of so many new program choices on the horizon,

America soon will witness a paradigm shift in power from program providers to

viewers. “Some say that television was once a medium controlled by tyranny.

Now, it’s going to be a medium controlled by democracy” (Barton, 1993, p. 16).

A commentary by respected economist Adam Theirer (1995) of the Fleritage

Foundation claimed the introduction of so much choice is “a signal to the world

that the old media empires are modern-day dinosaurs headed for extinction”

(p. 5).
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Complementing the significant changes in media technology have been

equally important changes in government regulation of electronic media. The

highly publicized Telecommunications Bill of 1996 was a mandate to increase

market-driven competition by unshackling government restrictions on

telecommunications. Broadcasting, cable, satellite, and telephone delivery

systems have been given the legal green light to cross boundaries and

compete for consumers. Congressional advocates for the bill claim it will soon

unleash a torrent of competition heralding nothing less than “the dawn of a new

information age” (Stern, 1996, p. 8).

Media Available versus Media Used

Adding fuel to the fire of this emerging competitive marketplace is the

fact that while the amount of program choice continues to increase, there has

been no corresponding increase in the amount of time people spend watching

television. Nielsen Media Research reports that over the past 10 years (1986-

1996) the number of minutes per household dedicated to television viewing

has remained unchanged (Nielsen Audience, 1996). The disturbing

implications for television programmers is that while the number of slices in

the programming pie has increased, the overall size of the pie itself has not

increased. So far in the 1990s, more choice has not translated into more

viewing. A number of media observers have referred to this phenomenon as

media “cannibalism” (Burgi & Katz, 1997, p. 3), where program providers are

forced into “feeding” on the audiences of fellow program providers (Mándese,

1995, p. S2). Using brand marketing terminology, television viewing appears to
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have evolved into a mature or zero sum market where the number of available

customers for a product category is stagnant. Therefore, as more brands enter

the marketplace, the only means of survival is to take customers (audiences)

away from competing brands (Kapferer, 1992; Lehmann & Winer, 1994).

A further frustration for television programmers is that despite the

historic technological and regulatory breakthroughs that have freed audiences

from the “tyranny” of limited choice, the typical viewer still prefers to deal with

only a handful of options. Several studies indicate that for an average American

household, there is a viewing threshold of approximately a dozen channels. For

example, Nielsen Media Research conducts an annual national survey of

television viewing characteristics of which “Channels Received vs. Channels

Viewed” is a special section The 1996 report revealed that while the number of

channels available in the home continued to grow, the number of channels

actually viewed had not grown appreciably. The study concluded that while the

average cable household can now receive 41.1 channels, only 10.6 channels

are actually viewed. When 70 or more channels are available, viewership

increases only slightly to 13 6 channels (Nielsen Audience, 1996). Several

researchers have adopted the concept of channel repertoire to describe this

limited array of channels from which audiences select programming (Webster

& Lichty, 1991). This channel repertoire is similar in definition to what

advertising researchers call an evoked set, where a consumer considers only

a portion of the brands available in a purchase situation. The mathematics of

this new programming marketplace are not lost on NBC president Bob Wright
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when he states, “My biggest worry is our ability to continue to attract a

disproportionate-size audience for our broadcast stations versus other means

of gathering audiences” (B&C Hall of Fame, 1996, p. 51).

Rethinking Program Content

The rise in competition has led to a reexamination of program content

theory. For example, prime time programs for years were produced according

to the least objectionable program theory( LOP). The theory is based on the

core premise of moderate liking. Audience researchers discovered early on

that most people do not watch television alone. Therefore, individual preference

is often mediated by group dynamics where extreme opinions, either positive or

negative, are suppressed in favor of a group compromise. By definition, a

compromise is a movement towards the common center or “lowest common

denominator” (Eastman, 1997). This strategy might generate “repeat

customers” for a program but not necessarily highly committed fans. The LOP

theory works well when there are few competitors, but as viewer options

increase dramatically, programs designed for moderate liking can become a

liability. As brand managers of many consumer goods have been forced to

market their products to select consumer segments, so media programmers

are now obliged to target their program content to the specific needs of fairly

narrow, specialized audience segments (Cooper, 1996). As will be

demonstrated later, “moderate liking” is not the stuff of brand equity.
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Birth of a Buzzword

One of the first occasions where the concept of media as brands was

presented in a public forum was a keynote speech made in 1993 at the

Advertising Research Foundation Annual Conference by David Bender,

President and CEO of Mediamark Research. He professed that media (both

print and electronic) are similar to consumer products and services and that

traditional brand marketing theory and procedures can be applied successfully

to media to generate more business. He stated that “media vehicles are one of

the few examples of brands which don’t, for the most part, conceive of

themselves as brands; as a result, they often are not able to take advantage of

the insight that accrues to those aware of thinking and research on brands”

(Bender, 1993, p. 2). Less than three months after Bender’s speech, a front¬

page headline in Advertising Age declared, “Here Come The Newest Brands:

NBC, CBS, ABC” (Mándese, 1993, p. 1).

Since then, media executives and media trade journals such as

Broadcasting and Cable, Electronic Media, Media Week, and Advertising Age

have become ever more comfortable with the phraseology of branding. For

example, organizations such as the National Association of Television

Program Executives (NATPE) and Promotion and Marketing Executives In

Electronic Media (Promax) have sponsored seminars addressing “The

Branding Bug” (NATPE, 1996),” Our Brand New World” (NATPE, 1997), “Brand

Building and Visual Design”, “Welcome to The Brand Revolution” and

“Branding Your Message To Win” (Promax & BDA, 1996). After winning the fall
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premier season, NBC placed full-page ads in a number of publications

boasting that it was “America’s Leading Network Brand” (NBC, 1995). Media

Week dedicated a major article to “Network Brand Marketing Fever” (Dupree,

1996, p. 27). A trade journal ad for the off-network syndicated version of “Due

South” bragged that the program was “a proven brand with a loyal audience”

(Due South, 1997, p. 35). A newly published NATPE brochure mentions how

broadcasters must “tackle the challenges of branding your program or station”

(NATPE, 1997). Even the mainstream press appears to have adopted branding

jargon. A subheadline in a New York Times article states that “television

stations fear for their channel brand as choices proliferate in the digital age”

(Brinkley, 1997, p. C9).

Not to be outdone by their broadcast competitors, cable and satellite

programmers have jumped on the brand wagon. The annual convention of

Cable Television Administration and Marketing (CTAM) provided a panel

discussion on “Cable Image Branding” (McConville, 1995a, p. 34). The

Western Cable Show offered a seminar on “Building a Reputation: Creating

Brand Loyalty” (McConville, 1995b, p. 70). A programming executive at A&E

claims that high profile programs such “Biography” help “brand the Network

identity” (Walley, 1995, p. 30). The headline for an article about the FX channel

stated that “FX Will Build Its Brand In Originals” (Spring, 1997, p. 10). A

classified employment ad for The Weather Channel claimed it was seeking a

Creative Director who will “steward the brand” (Weather, 1997, p. 53). A review

of MTV’s “Real World” program congratulated the producers for “establishing
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its own brand of show” (Sharkey, 1997, p. 17). Rather than focusing on

individual networks or programs, Jonathan Sims, vice president of research for

the Cable Advertising Bureau (CAB), indicts the entire medium of broadcast

television, proclaiming “a decline in broadcast equity” (Sims, 1997, p. 37).

In recent years, broadcasters have grappled with the question of

overlapping brand identities. Networks, stations, and individual programs

create a sometimes awkward branding hierarchy that has been described as

“two people in a donkey costume ... not always going in the same direction,

but both trying to get to the same place” (Rathbun, 1995, p. 12). Some program

producers, such as Barry Thurston of Columbia Tri-star, are critical of network

intimidation that coerces stations into “sacrificing their own identities at the

network’s alter” (Freeman & Stanley, 1996, p. 8).

Branding Local News

The notions of brand management and particularly brand equity are no

more prevalent than in discussions of local newscasts. Providing as much as

45% of a station’s overall sales revenue, the financial and public relations

benefits of a successful news operation can be enormous (Eastman, 1997;

Tobenkin, 1994), but there can also be a downside. News programming is

expensive. A station that ranks third in the market may never see any return on

its investment. Media observers such as Ron Alridge, Editorial Director of

Electronic Media, claim that “some folks are already saying that the third-placed

newscast is an endangered species” (Alridge, 1996, p. 6).
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For many stations, local news has become the only enduring and

familiar program asset. At a recent Radio and Television News Directors

Association (RTNDA) convention, a journalist reported that “in an environment

where decades-old network affiliations can be broken overnight, local

newscasts remain the strongest and most stable form of brand equity”

(Tobenkin ,1994, p. 68).

Summary

From observing industry practices and reading media trade journals, it is

obvious that branding has indeed become “the buzzword of the day.” At the

heart of all the brand discourse is the realization by broadcasters that it is no

longer business as usual in the quest to win the hearts and minds of

audiences. Compared to the early 1980s, the number of available program

channels has tripled, but the amount of time spent in front of the television set

by a typical household has not changed significantly in 10 years. Furthermore,

as the amount of program choice has increased dramatically, the number of

channels actually viewed by a typical American household remains at about a

dozen. With the stakes so high, broadcasters have turned to the highly

competitive consumer goods industry for inspiration. The result has been an

almost evangelical acceptance of media as brands.

Today, there is no nonproprietary research available from industry or

academia on applying brand equity theory specifically to broadcast

programming. The upcoming sections of this literature review provide (a) an

overview of brand equity research derived primarily from a conventional
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consumer goods perspective, (b) a review of research on audience inheritance

effects, and (c) a translation of brand equity theory to the needs of television

programming.

Brands and Brand Equity

In a cluttered marketplace, where consumer products are often more

similar than they are different, proper brand management increases the

probability of consumer brand choice. Brand management is the reason why

consumers buy Big Macs rather than hamburgers, Nikes rather than sneakers,

Harley Davidsons rather than motorcycles.

A brand is a name, term, sign, design, or a unifying combination of them

intended to identify and distinguish the product or service from its competitors.

Brand names communicate attributes and meaning that are designed to

enhance the value of a product beyond its functional value. The basic reason

for branding is to provide a symbol that facilitates rapid identification of the

product and its repurchase by customers (Belch & Belch, 1993; Cobb-Walgren,

Ruble & Donthu, 1995; Srivastava & Shocker, 1991).

Because consumers often lack the motivation, capacity, or opportunity to

process all product information to which they are exposed in a thoughtful or

deliberative manner, they opt for quick resolution techniques stored in memory

(Kardes, 1994). Strong brands assist in this heuristic process. Biel (1991)

offers the following insight:

On a very practical level consumers like brands because they package
meaning. They form a kind of shorthand that makes choice easier. They
let one escape from a feature-by-feature analysis of category
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alternatives, and so, in a world where time is an ever-diminishing
commodity, brands make it easier to store evaluations, (p. 6)

In social psychology this same process contributes to the formation of

social stereotypes, where people use prior knowledge and feelings (attitudes)

about groups to make swift inferences about individual members (Beike &

Sherman, 1994). Stereotyping and branding are essentially two different

manifestations of the same phenomenon. Each serves to streamline cognitive

processing. In a highly competitive, time-sensitive environment, strong brands

have a better chance of being purchased than weak brands.

Strong brands also cultivate habits. Rosenstein and Grant (1997)

maintain that in repetitive decision-making situations, habits save time and

reduce the mental effort of decision making, thereby allowing us to maintain

complex behavior patterns without becoming overwhelmed by a huge cognitive

task load. Habitual purchasing also can be explained readily using behavior

learning theory and particularly operant conditioning. This approach assumes

that learning is an associative process where a specific response is

associated repeatedly with a specific stimulus. Over time this reinforcement

process strengthens the bond between stimulus and response. For example, if

the repeated outcomes resulting from the use of a branded product are

positive, the likelihood of that consumer buying that brand again is increased

(Belch & Belch, 1993).
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The Emergence of Brand Equity

While brand management had been on the American business scene

for decades, the specific topic of brand equity did not become popular until the

volatile 1980s when once proud brands such as Sears, IBM, and Cadillac

began to lose ground to lower-priced generic competition. Market shares

dropped as a serious nationwide recession further aggravated corporate

profits. This historic economic downturn inspired a rash of company

consolidations and “downsizing” actions (Morris, 1996). Prudent cost cutting is

indeed one way to shore up sagging profit margins, but as Sears' CEO, Arthur

Martinez, warns, “You can’t shrink your way to greatness,” brand building is

essential for survival (Greenwald, 1996, p. 54). During many leveraged buyout

negotiations, corporate executives and Wall Street investors had to come to

terms with the portfolio value of brand names. The recognition of brands as

valuable intangible assets led to an increased interest in brand equity as a

topic for private and scholarly research (Aaker, 1991; Keller, 1993 ).

According to several business analysts, the initial success of less

expensive generic brands during the 1980s implied that consumers were

failing to acknowledge the supposed added value of a “name brand”

commodity and were influenced more by structural factors such as pricing and

shopping convenience (Morris, 1996; Reis & Trout, 1981). This added value

that immunizes a brand from such competitive incursions is often referred to as

its equity. Businesses coping with “mature" product categories that exhibit little

or no growth are particularly interested in brand equity. In such cases,
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competitive pressures are intense as volume gains (share increases) are

derived from competitors rather than new category users. Under these “zero

sum” circumstances, as the number of competitors increase, the battle for

market share becomes more acute (Lehmann & Winer, 1994, p. 60).

Product Brands and Product Categories

The challenge of quantifying the value of a brand name has resulted in a

range of measures from consumer attitude surveys to more concrete

measures of in-market consumer behavior. However, at the core of all brand

equity theory is the distinction between a product category and a product brand.

A category refers to the generic commodity with no differentiation among

brands. Depending on a number of motivational factors, a consumer may

choose a category of product to satisfy a need with no consideration of brands--

any brand will do. In another purchase situation, the same consumer may

carefully evaluate the merits of a number of alternative brands-which is the

best brand for me? A third option is the consumer seeks a specific brand with

no consideration of category alternatives-only this brand will do. An important

assumption for any practical measure of brand equity is that the brand under

scrutiny must be a direct competitor coming from the same product category

(Kapferer, 1992; Keller, 1993). Mouthwashes should not be compared to

deodorants, nor should TV sitcoms be compared to newscasts.

Conceptual Definitions of Brand Equity

It is difficult to find agreement on the proper conceptualization of equity,

much less the relative weight of each element in driving brand choice. After a
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particularly disappointing car selling season for General Motors, a frustrated

GM market analyst admitted that “even though brand equity may sometimes be

hard to define, it’s pretty clear when you've lost it” (Wilkie, 1996, p. 267).

Moving from an understanding of brands to a similar understanding of

brand equity can be perilous because so many other branding terms have

been used as synonyms for equity. While academics have yet to reach perfect

agreement on some of these items, media professionals and journalists have

been the worst offenders. The following is a brief clarification of some common

terms that, in many cases, serve as the conceptual building blocks of a larger

construct known as brand equity. These definitions are a synthesis of

definitions and conceptualizations found in several sources, including Hoyer

and Rrown( 1990), Belch and Belch (1993), and Keller (1993).

• Branding is the process of naming a product or service in order to

distinguish it from its category competitors.

• Brand extension is the process of branding a new product with an already

established brand name. (An example would be Ford creating a new type of

automobile or truck but still identifying it as a Ford product.)

• Brand awareness (or brand identity) is the first rung on the equity ladder. It

refers to the simple familiarity (recall or recognition) of a brand relative to its

product category.

• Brand image goes beyond mere awareness and deals with the thoughts

and feelings (meaning) of the brand to a consumer. It can be conceived as

a cluster of attributes and associations that consumers connect with a
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specific branded product. Some equity researchers, such as Keller (1993),

compare brand associations in terms of favorability, strength, and

uniqueness.

• Brand positioning is the image of a brand defined in relationship to its

market competitors. The goal is to “position” a brand in a consumer’s mind

so that it has a highly distinctive (differentiated) image in comparison to

brands offered by competitors.

• Brand trial (or brand sampling) is the initial purchase or experience with a

brand by a consumer.

• Brand attitude can be viewed as an extension of brand image in that the

term refers not only to thoughts and feelings about the brand but

evaluations and most importantly, predispositions to respond (purchase). A

positive or negative attitude is reinforced by experiencing a brand first hand.

• Brand loyalty has often been viewed as another name for brand equity, but

for our purposes a much narrower definition has been adopted. Loyalty is

the degree to which a consumer purchases repeatedly a certain brand

without digressing to alternative brands. Within this context, brand loyalty is

a measure of consumer purchase behavior.

• Brand commitment addresses the underlying psychology of brand loyalty.

That is, commitment is the degree of fidelity to a brand that, regardless of

pricing differentials, promotions and other market factors, the consumer

remains loyal in a purchase situation.
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• Brand equity in a general sense is defined in terms of marketing effects

uniquely attributable to the brand, that is, when certain outcomes result from

the marketing of a brand name that would not occur if the same product or

service did not have that name. Depending on the selected theoretical

approach, consumer-based brand equity combines some or all of the

above-mentioned brand concepts. A more detailed examination of brand

equity follows.

Before presenting a review of industry and academic conceptual

definitions of brand equity, it is important to remember that all of these

definitions can be divided roughly into either attitudinal or behavior categories. It

is well documented that attitudes alone are generally poor predictors of

marketplace behavior (Kraus, 1995). For years researchers have wrestled with

the disparities between the psychology of consumer preference and the

behavioral realities of consumer brand choice. Despite these incongruities,

brand equity has been defined typically from a consumer attitude perspective

because it is often less expensive than tracking and matching product sales

with individual consumers (Aaker, 1991; Churchill, 1995).

Consumer Attitudes versus Consumer Behavior

While few people would disagree that consumer-based brand equity is

ultimately a state of mind, many equity researchers assume that most

attitudinal or psychological components of equity (such as awareness,

imagery, positioning, and commitment) manifest themselves in observable

purchase behavior. This consumer behavior in turn translates into measures of
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brand performance in the marketplace. In other words, certain indicators of

brand performance can be accepted as circumstantial evidence of consumer-

based brand equity.

Definitions From the Private Sector

The Marketing Science Institute (MSI) offers a kind of all-encompassing

definition in that brand equity is said to be

a set of associations and behaviors on the part of a brand’s consumers,
channel members and parent corporation that permits the brand to earn
greater volume and greater margins than it could without the brand
name and that gives the brand a strong, sustainable and differentiated
competitive advantage. (Anantachart, 1995, p. 12)

The institute does not further define what the specific “associations and

behaviors” are that constitute equity.

The private sector has been very active in promoting brand equity

research. While each company covets is own unique and patented formula,

they do reveal through their sales brochures and other publications some of

their conceptual definitions of consumer-based equity. The Interbrand company

has developed one of the best known commercial methods of calculating

brand equity from a purely behavioral perspective. The firm applies a multiplier

to the revenue generated by the brand. This multiplier is a function of six brand-

related factors that tap into product market positions and customer behavior.

These include leadership, stability, market trend, support, and protection

(Interbrand, 1994).

Other companies such as the Untas Advertising Agency combine

attitudinal and behavioral elements into their “equity audit.” Measures such as
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brand awareness, image attribute ratings, and assumed leadership are

merged with market share data, sensitivity to pricing, and purchase

consistency over time. The overall purpose of the audit is to determine the

strong or weak bias consumers have relative to other brands (Lintas, 1993).

The NPD Group “Brand Builder” model also combines consumer perceptions

and actual in-market performance to arrive at an indicator called brand health.

Factors such as consumer awareness, product heritage, or reputation and

consumer loyalty contribute to the essential health of the branded product

(NPD, 1995). The Simmons Market Research Bureau’s EQX equity measure

tracks brand usage and then integrates more abstract notions including

attribute importance and desired improvements (EQX, 1995). Total Research

Corporation's Equitrend attempts to penetrate deep into some common

attitudinal measures. Rather than ascertain the mere familiarity of a brand,

these researchers delve into the “depth of awareness” and the “levels of

perceived quality” in association with key variables such as price elasticity and

brand loyalty. A byproduct of these calculations is a basic measure of user

satisfaction (Total Research Corporation, 1995).

Product Evaluations Inc. provides a Product Q measure of brand equity

that is highly attitudinal and is designed to calculate consumer enthusiasm-

“The absolute number of people who think your product is terrific!” Using a

nationwide survey technique, factors such as familiarity, experience, overall

appeal, and company image are used to determine the level of enthusiasm

(Product Q, 1995).
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An upshot to the growing interest in brand equity in the 1980s was the

introduction of positioning theory, made popular by Reis and Trout in their 1981

best seller Positioning: The Battle For Your Mind. The authors contended that in

a overcommunicated society, a company must create a position in the

consumer’s mind that takes into consideration not only the company’s own

strength and weaknesses but also those of the competition as well (Reis &

Trout, 1981). They insisted that in a crowded marketplace, a branded product

must be differentiated easily from its competitors. Although this book was long

on conjecture and rather short on science, it remains must reading for aspiring

corporate executives. Although the term brand equity was not mentioned in the

original book per se, much literature on brand equity from both the private and

academic sectors has incorporated brand positioning.

Definitions From Academia

On a more scholarly level, a number of marketing professionals and

academics have published books or journal articles on brand equity. For

example, Axelrod (1993) takes a decidedly behavioral approach, emphasizing

pricing variables. He proposes a conceptual definition of brand equity as “the

incremental amount that a customer will pay to obtain a brand rather than a

functionally equivalent alternative with a different brand name. The more an

individual values a brand, the more he will pay for it” (p. 91).

Srivastava and Shocker (1991) offer two related perspectives on equity

by distinguishing brand value from brand strength. The first is a corporate

perspective where brand value is a financial measure dependent upon a
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brand’s current monetary strengths and future prospects as well as its financial

status within a company’s total portfolio of products. On the other hand, brand

strength comes from a consumer perspective where a brand is evaluated

according to “competitive positioning and imagery relative to customer

demands and desires” (p. 6). Using this conceptualization, one could surmise

that consumer brand strength drives corporate brand value.

Alexander Biel (1991) posits that brand equity deals with the value,

usually defined in economic terms, of a brand beyond the physical assets with

its manufacture or provision with stronger brands having more equity than

weaker competitors. This strength ingredient can also be evaluated from a

consumer perspective where brand image factors such as salience, trust, and

richness drive brand equity.

Another way to address equity is to focus on consumer satisfaction.

There are multiple definitions of satisfaction in brand literature, but one that is

suitable for the purposes of this study is that satisfaction is an outcome of a

consumer’s direct experience (trial) with a product (Yi, 1990). A positive

experience will induce positive evaluations of the product and cultivate a

preference in a future purchase situation. More concisely, one can say that

satisfaction drives preference.

Satisfaction itself is not always a good predictor of consumer behavior. A

number of studies have shown that, within a product category, many brands

can be perceived as equally satisfying. Wilkie (1996) asserts that the good

news for American business is that hundreds of consumer surveys by
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academics, governments agencies, and businesses reveal that the overall

consumer satisfaction level in the U.S. is extremely high. The resulting bad

news is that cultivating brand preference is more challenging than ever. Other

studies have demonstrated through controlled experiments that a brand can

have a positive satisfaction level with a consumer and still not be purchased

because competing brands are more accessible in memory due to heightened

exposure (Farquhar, 1989; Fazio, Powell, & Williams, 1989). This heightened

exposure is often the result of extensive brand advertising (Nedungadi, 1990).

Wilkie (1996) concludes that for many product categories “brands are likely

losing sales, not because they are not liked by consumers, but because they

never come to mind during the consumer’s (often rapid) decision process:

They are simply never considered!” (p. 515).

The above studies reinforce the proposition that simple brand

awareness can have a profound effect on brand choice without the addition of

complex images or associations. This of top-of-mind recognition (accessibility
to memory) is powerful particularly in low interest-low involvement purchase

situations. For example, Hoyer and Brown, (1990) proposed that in the interest

of conserving time and effort, consumers will often use simple choice

heuristics when making repeat purchase decisions. An experimental study

involving the purchase of ordinary, inexpensive consumer goods revealed that

when an inexperienced decision-maker is faced with choosing among several

competing brands, a known or recognized brand is more likely to be the
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ultimate choice-regardless of the relative quality of the other competing

brands.

Today, brand managers continue to face the challenge of preventing

customers from defecting to competing brands. A recent study by Grey

advertising concluded that "‘brand promiscuity’ is a global phenomenon. That

is, consumers from the U.S., to the U.K., to Australia routinely makes choices

from a group of brands they consider acceptable" (Shell, 1997, p. 40). If all

brands within a product category are seen as equally satisfying, then

consumers become vulnerable to competitive strategies such as pricing,

promotions, and convenience, none of which is an ingredient of consumer-

based brand equity.

To many marketing researchers, the opposite of "brand promiscuity" is

brand loyalty. Christiani (1993) of General Foods USA confesses that one of the

most “elusive and debated” subjects surrounding brand equity is the

“intangible asset consisting of a brand’s consumer loyalty base” (p. 123).

Aaker (1991) includes brand loyalty as the centerpiece of his definition of

brand equity which consists of five broad categories: brand loyalty, brand

awareness, perceived quality, brand associations, and other proprietary assets

such as patents. All of these brand characteristics influence the consumer’s

purchase decision and usage satisfaction, but brand loyalty is the force that

makes a brand truly powerful. He believes that customer brand loyalty is

essential because it reflects the likelihood (or probability) that a customer will

switch to another brand. This notion of loyalty surfaces often in research
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literature. Maturo (1993), a marketing director for Nielsen Household Services

(not to be confused with Nielsen Media Research), asserts that dozens of

recently performed analyses of brand choice modeling revealed that brand

loyalty was a consistent leading predictor of future brand purchases. Other

respected private research organizations such as the NPD Group and Lintas

advocate consumer loyalty as a core component of any brand equity model

(Lintas, 1993; NPD, 1995).

Inertia

There is an obvious intuitive acceptance that loyalty must somehow be

an integral part of equity, but several researchers have warned that loyalty

should not be misconstrued with mere repeat purchasing. According to Donius

(1994), information concerning simple habitual repeat purchasing may

obscure a vulnerability to switch brands in the future. He states that “loyalty can

also be inertia, not necessarily preference” (p. 56). The presumption is that in

some purchase situations there are noncommitted consumers that can be

motivated to choose a brand by simply controlling key structural factors that

have iittle to do with a brand’s perceived value. According to Ceurvorst (1994)

and Beatty, Kahle, and Homer (1988), the underlying cause of brand equity is

the core psychological relationship of commitment of which loyalty is the

behavioral result. Ceurvorst (1994) states that commitment provides “the

essential basis for distinguishing true loyalty from other forms of repeat

purchasing” driven by factors such as inventory, promotions, and discounts (p.

2).
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Although not a full-fledged marketing theory, the concept of inertia is

referred to in several marketing and mass communication publications. Long

ago, broadcasters realized that the reason people watch a program is often

dependent simply on its lead-in program. This inheritance effect is sometimes

referred to as tuning inertia. Its definitional roots are in the natural sciences. A

typical definition of inertia borrowed from the domain of physics is the following:

Inertia is the property of matter which manifests itself as a resistance to
change in the motion of a body. Thus when no external force is acting, a
body at rest, remains at rest and a body in motion continues moving in a
straight line. (Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1997)

From a perceptive of consumer behavior, we can define our consumer

as the “body” and the forces of inertia as those marketing factors that

encourage “resistance to change” or habit. In order to have the body change

direction there must be an adequate “external force” which can be defined as a

competing brand. In a later section we elaborate more on this concept

introducing momentum as a measure of inertia.

Brand Equity According to Keller

Our final conceptual definition of brand equity, and the one chosen to be

the theoretical underpinning for our exploration of television program equity,

comes from Keller (1993) who conceptualizes brand equity according to two

kinds of memory associations, brand awareness and brand image. The two in

combination are called brand knowledge. Brand equity is the differential effect

of brand knowledge on consumer response to the marketing of a brand.

Awareness is the first step in the process where measures such as recall and
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recognition are introduced, image deals with the meaning of a brand to a

consumer through various associations such as attributes, benefits, and

attitudes. These associations can vary according to their favorability, strength,

and uniqueness and can play critical roles in determining purchase outcomes.

Keller states, “The presence of strongly held, favorably evaluated associations

that are unique to the brand and imply superiority over other brands is critical to

a brand’s success” (p. 6). Keller also asserts that “fundamentally high levels of

brand knowledge (awareness and image) increase the probability of choice, as

well as produce greater consumer loyalty and decrease vulnerability to

competitive marketing actions” (p. 3).

From a more behavioral vantage point, Keller describes how these

brand associations can be reflected in the marketplace behavior.

A brand is said to have positive (negative) consumer-based brand equity
if consumers react more (or less) favorably to the marketing mix of the
brand than they do to the same marketing mix element when it is
attributed to a fictitiously named or unnamed version of the product or
service...If a brand is seen by customers to be the same as a
prototypical version of the product or service in the category, their
response should not differ from their response to a hypothetical product
or service. If the brand has some salient, unique associations, these
responses should differ, (p. 4)

In other words, if the marketing mix is controlled by the researcher, the

attitudinal component of brand equity, namely, brand knowledge, will manifest

itself in consumer behavior.

Operational Definitions of Brand Equity

The specific measuring techniques for brand equity depend on the

particular theoretical approach. One broad approach takes a corporate
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perspective and dwells on the financial value of equity, examining items such

as stock prices, momentum accounting, and cash expenditures needed to

introduce brand extensions. Another broad approach and the direction of this

study is consumer-based brand equity, where consumer attitudes

(perceptions) and behaviors are the focus of study. Within this second

approach there is little agreement among researchers as to the ideal

operationalizations of equity. Also, there are scant academic (nonproprietary)

consumer-based equity studies that have actually attempted to measure the

influence of equity using real world products and consumers.

Interviews or self-administered questionnaires are typically used to

obtain attitudinal information. For example, Cobb-Walgreen, Ruble and Donthu

(1995) were interested in the power of brand equity to influence brand

preference and purchase intent. Hotels and household cleansers were

selected as brand categories for study. Using the perceptual components of

Aaker’s (1991) conceptualization, the researchers employed survey

instruments that attempted to capture brand awareness and brand

associations. Respondents were asked to list as many brands of a specific

product as they could to determine top-of-mind awareness. For brand

associations, the respondents were asked to list descriptive thoughts, words,

characters, symbols, or images that came to mind for each brand. To assess

preference and purchase intent, the respondents were presented with

hypothetical decision-making situations in the form of a story. The importance

of product attributes, favored brands, and intention to purchase were
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operationalized through 7-point Likert scales. Another variable, advertising

awareness, was obtained by asking respondents if they had ever seen

advertising for a target brand and if could they recall any salient copy points.

Results indicated that higher advertising budgets yielded higher equity scores,

and, in turn, higher equity generated significantly greater preferences and

purchase intentions.

Testing an equity model that incorporated components of consumer

preference and consumer satisfaction, Anantachart (1995) looked at the

relative consumer equity of various soft drinks among college students. A

number of established 5-point scales were borrowed from other academic

research and were modified to work with this model. Additionally, new scales

were created to measure items such as product consumption. As a model for

detecting differential response among brands, the results were highly

predictive.

Keller (1993) operationalized equity from two vantage points. He sees

attitudinal or perceptual measures of equity (brand knowledge) as “indirect”

operationalizations. Conversely, measures of consumer behavior (or the

impact of brand knowledge) are viewed as “direct” operationalizations. For

example, indirect measures would include instruments that capture brand

name recall and various image dimensions such as favorability, strength, and

uniqueness of brand, associations. Direct measures deal with actual

consumer response (choice) to marketing activities. Keller recommends

various experimental and quasi-experimental settings where the marketing mix
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(product, price, distribution, and promotion) of brands can be controlled

systematically to assess the relative impact of brands on market performance.

The equity model proposed in this dissertation adopts this direct approach of

analyzing consumer response. Although a pure experimental setting was not

feasible, the methodology did impose appropriate controls on the analysis of

secondary data.

We have seen that there is no universally accepted detailed

conceptualization of brand equity, However, it seems safe to assume that most

equity researchers would agree on the outcomes of having high consumer-

based brand equity. The market performance of a brand with strong equity is

characterized by the following:

1. Long-term market share stability and growth. While weekly or monthly

fluctuations can occur, the performance of these brands over the long run,

namely, years, is unwavering.

2. Dominant market rankings. Brands attributed with high equity not only

demonstrate stability over time, but they tend to be long-term market leaders,

achieving high market ranking among direct competitors. This status is

reflected in increased revenue, lower costs, and greater profits.

Behind this exceptional brand performance, equity researchers would

also agree that there is a consumer base that holds the brand in such high

esteem that they buy the brand exclusively, regardless of competitive

marketing actions.
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Inheritance Effects

For decades, the single best predictor of a program’s ratings

performance has been the ratings of the program scheduled immediately

before it. That is, television programs tend to “inherit” sizable audiences from

the program airing immediately prior to it on the same channel. This carryover

phenomenon is known as inheritance effects or tuning inertia.

While it would be foolish for programmers not to take advantage of this

scheduling tactic, Webster and Lichty (1991) warn that some people

assume the choice of a program centers upon the active expression of a
preference for a program or type of program. However, so called
structural factors have traditionally been considered important mediators
of the programs viewers choose and complicate the relationship
between viewing preference and viewing behavior, (p. 178)

Overview of Research

While the overall impact of inheritance effects has been confirmed

myriad times by industry and academic researchers, the results have been

puzzling because of the considerable variances among studies. Beginning in

1975, Goddhart, Ehrenberg, and Collins essentially coined the term when they

worked on the broader issue of audience duplication. Based on television

viewing in the United Kingdom, the researchers proposed a Duplication of

Viewing Law which stated the proportion of the audience of any program who

watch another program on another day of the week is directly proportional to the

rating of the later program, times a constant. Furthermore, they discovered that

when programs were adjacent to each other, an “inheritance effect” took over

that exceeded the predictions derived from the original duplication law.
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Headen, Klompmaker, and Rust (1979) proposed an improved model

incorporating five independent variables-ratings, channel, program type,

daypart, and repeat viewing. An examination of over 4,000 combinations of

pairs of programming using Simmons Market Research data revealed that by

far ratings were the single best predictor. A different model offered by Webster

(1985) included the contributing factors of audience availability (which in most

cases is a fixed quantity), lead-in program ratings, the number of program

options, and program content. Using Arbitron ratings from one sweep period in

Portland, Maine, Webster concluded that for adjacent program pairs, lead-in

ratings and the number of program options in combination explained 80% of

the variance.

Tiedge and Ksobiech (1986) conducted a massive 22-year study of

network prime time programming from 1963-1985 looking at the effects of

lead-in program shares, available program options, and similarity of program

types on inheritance effects. The conclusions were that programs with high-

ranked lead-ins scored an average of 6.8 share points higher than those with

low ranked lead-ins. Also, fewer program options produced higher lead-in

correlations and visa versa. In 1988, the same research team using the same

ratings data set investigated the program strategy of “sandwiching”

(hammocking) where the influence of both lead-in and lead-out programming

were analyzed. Their conclusions were that the effects of lead-out were

minimal and that a strong lead-in was essential to have a sandwich strategy

work properly (Tiedge & Ksobiech, 1988).
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Walker (1988) looked at nine years of Nielsen ratings from 1976 to

1985. The correlational relationships among inheritance effects, lead-in,

program type, and number of options followed identical patterns observed by

Tiedge and Ksobiech (1986). Examining total audience exposure among

syndicated programs rather than network shows, Cooper (1993) correlated the

influence of several variables on program ratings. These included lead-in,

lead-out, number of options, program type compatibility, network affiliation, and

cable penetration. The results from a 50-market sample of May sweep books

revealed that while some variables such as network affiliation had minor

measurable influence, lead-in ratings were by far the strongest predictors of a

syndicated program’s ratings and appeared to be “strong surrogates for other

variables in the model . . . and completely overwhelmed any other factor in the

model” (p. 409).

Viewer Motivation and Loyalty

The variances in results found among inheritance effects studies have

not been explained adequately using structural factors such as program type,

number of options, channel, and network affiliation. Part of the problem may

involve the viewing motivation of the audience member. For example, Rubin

(1984, 1994) divides television program viewing motivations into ritualized and

instrumental categories. The first denotes a viewer that uses television out of

habit and to pass the time (relieve boredom, entertainment, amusement, etc.).

These “escapist” audiences place more emphasis on the medium itself rather

than specific program content. The second type of motivation (instrumental), is
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more goal-oriented where the viewer is seeking program content to gratify a

specific need and is, therefore, more discriminating. From an inheritance

effects perspective one could hypothesize that the ritualized viewer would tend

to remain on the same channel while an instrumental viewer might hold certain

program loyalties that would encourage more channel switching.

The notion of audience loyalty was broached by Boemer (1987) when he

took a 2-year look at local late night newscasts in Dallas, Texas. Using Arbitron

sweep ratings, he found high positive correlations between newscasts and

prime time lead-in programming. However, he also found considerable

variances among the three competing stations ranging from .30 to .69.

Additionally, he found that some newscasts delivered better ratings than their

lead-ins, providing “circumstantial evidence of a loyal viewership for local news

in the market” (p. 93).

Inheritance effects (tuning inertia) can play a crucial role in determining

the ratings performance of a television program. While the impact is noticeable,

there is considerable variance among programs as to how effectively they

“inherit” audiences. That is, some programs appear to capitalize on a lead-in

audience better than other programs. Conversely, some programs appear

more resilient than others to the effects of a poor lead-in. An explanation may

come from the ranks of brand equity theory.
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Applying Brand Equity to Television Program Performance

Before the “Buzz” There Was Audience Loyalty

The desire to nurture favorable, strong, and unique program

associations has always been a concern of broadcasters. Before the buzz

surrounding media as brands, television managers tried to gauge audience

loyalty. For many years, major market television stations have enlisted the

services of consumer research companies to conduct attitudinal and

behavioral surveys. While Nielsen rating points remain the ultimate measure of

program performance, broadcasters also scrutinize other research data in

order to make better programming and promotion decisions.

An example of one such company that provides proprietary information is

Marshall Marketing and Communications (MM&C), a nationally recognized

broadcast marketing and communications consulting company based in

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. Approximately 100 television stations throughout the

country subscribe currently to the service. On a market-specific basis, MM&C

provides annual surveys of consumer purchasing habits and attitudes for

preselected categories in retail, service, and merchandise industries.

Additionally, the company provides analysis of consumer communication

habits encompassing, radio, television, newspaper, cable, and direct mail.

Within the television viewing domain, MM&C targets specific programs,

including local newscasts (Marshall Marketing, 1996).

Marshall Marketing and Communications conducts several hundred in-

depth telephone interviews over a three- to five- week time span. One specific
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research area is consumer loyalty to specific brands. Loyalty is defined

conceptually as recurring and exclusive purchasing. That is, people who are

“heavy users” of a product category and purchase only one brand over a

considerable time period are considered loyalists. The operational specifics

vary depending on the type of product and typical buying cycles. For example,

some products tend to be a daily or weekly purchase, while others tend to be

more of a monthly purchase. Daily versus weekly scheduled television

programs can be regarded in the same light. Although MM&C has yet to adopt

branding jargon, this measure of consumer loyalty is consistent in many

respects to Keller’s (1993) conceptualizations and can serve as a comparative

benchmark for our case study examining ratings performance.

In the final analysis, the media’s infatuation with the buzz of brand

management is spawned by the proposition that brand concepts such as

brand equity will help protect and enhance a program’s ratings performance.

While the jargon of brand management is prevalent thoughout the broad¬

casting and cable industries, there has yet to be a systematic effort to translate

properly many of these precepts for use by the media. Borrowing from the work

of Keller (1993) and proponents of consumer inertia, this section examines the

plausibility of applying brand equity theory to television programming.

Network versus Station versus Program Equity

While brand equity theory could be applied to several branding units, the

latest academic literature indicates that, for the most part, people still watch

programs before networks, stations, or channels. A study by Abelman, Atkin,
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and Rand (1997) revealed that the majority of viewers “are relatively

indiscriminate consumers with regard to the source of programming. They

possess little network or station affinity” (p. 377). A small group within the study

did exhibit station affinity, but an important caveat was that the station offered

preferred programming content. For example, station affinity was attributed to a

preference for local newscasts, not necessarily to the station itself. While the

assessment of brand equity for stations and networks is a worthwhile topic for

future research, this paper concentrates on brand equity issues involving the

most basic equity unit, the individual program.

Adapting Brand Terminology

By conceptualizing a program as a product or service and the program’s

audiences as consumers, most branding terminology can be adapted readily to

broadcast programming. On a fairly cursory level, the following concepts have

been redefined for broadcasting.

Brand awareness. The recall or recognition of a network, station, or

program name

Brand extension. The imposition of a brand name over several program

“products” such as a network ID.

Brand trial. The first experience a viewer has with a program (sampling)

Brand image. The thoughts or feelings (meanings) that come to mind

when the program name is mentioned.

Brand positioning. The image of the brand defined in relationship to its

direct market competitors.
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Brand attitude. The evaluation of a program (brand images) and

predisposition to watch.

Brand loyalty. The degree of repeat viewing of a program at the exclusion

of direct competitors.

Brand commitment. The psychology underlying program loyalty. The

degree of fidelity to a program despite competitive program scheduling,

promotions, lead-ins, and so forth.

There are other useful brand marketing parallels between conventional

consumer goods and broadcasting. For example, there are obvious similarities

between a viewer’s limited channel repertoire and a consumer’s evoked set of

brand selection. Also, the precepts of consumer habit formation through simple

operatant conditioning can be seen in how broadcasters reinforce positive

viewer outcomes (or satisfaction) by manipulating program content and

scheduling.

Controlling the Marketing Mix

Keller (1993) insists that brand equity cannot be assessed properly

unless the marketing mixes of the competing brand competitors are equivalent

or at least controlled by the researcher. The marketing mix components of

product, price, place (distribution), and promotion can be translated into a

broadcasting domain in the following manner.

The product

The product is the specific brand of program content under scrutiny. We

mentioned earlier that in order to understand brand equity, it is necessary to
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deal with direct competitors, that is, products or services that reside in the

same product category. Just as there can be no meaningful comparison of

brand equity between packaged goods, such as toothpaste and pantyhose, so

we should not attempt equity comparisons between disparate television

genres, such as newscasts and soap operas.

The price

Unlike most consumer goods, pricing is not a paramount concern for

broadcasters. Even when broadcast stations are included on subscription

cable services, there is a general perception that the broadcast channels are

“free." However, basic and premium cable programmers do encounter pricing

dilemmas with their paying consumers. For the purpose of this study, we are

excluding the pricing component.

The place (distribution)

For electronic media, controlling the distribution component of the

marketing mix is challenging but essential to understanding true equity. In an

ideal test environment, a program’s direct competitors should be equally

available to all consumers. From a retail perspective, this would seldom be a

major obstacle, but for broadcasters there is an obvious problem. Unlike most

consumer goods, broadcast “products” are time-bound and are not available

simultaneously to audiences. (Imagine a retail outlet where the shelf displays

changed every half hour to display different competing brands.) Attitudinal

studies can ignore this dilemma, but a behavioral approach to assessing
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consumer-based brand equity requires that not only program content be

similar but also program scheduling as well.

Program brand distribution (availability) also includes technological

factors. Direct competitors may be scheduled at the same point in time but the

electronic delivery systems may not be equivalent, thereby biasing a test

situation. Variables, such as geographical signal coverage and cable

retransmissions, can influence the distribution of a television program.

A final distribution factor is consumer traffic flow. Just as some

consumer brands in a retail setting have better store locations or better in-store

shelf positioning, so certain television programs are exposed to better

audience “traffic” than others. Audiences already present in a lead-in program

on the same channel can be construed as more available than audiences

found on other channels. From our earlier review of inheritance effects

research, we know that the mere proximity of a large lead-in audience can offer

a distinct advantage.

The promotion

Another component of the traditional marketing mix is promotion, which

includes communication actions such as advertising, publicity, and, most

importantly, sales promotions. Coupons, sales, contests, and other “tactical

gimmickry” are intended to stimulate product trial (sampling) and boost

temporarily market shares but seldom cultivate long-term brand loyalties

(Keller, 1993, p. 6).
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In the quest for short-term ratings gains during the infamous Nielsen

“sweep weeks,” television networks and stations resort to a variety of

programming and promotional tactics that are designed often to distort typical

program performance. These tactics range from altering program schedules

and manipulating story lines to atypical advertising campaigns and on-air

contests. Known by industry insiders as hyping, or hypoing, these practices

have been condemned by Nielsen and the advertising community (Gimein,

1996; McDowell, 1995; Miles, 1997). The best means for neutralizing the

biasing effects of broadcast promotion is to look at long-term performance

where transitory promotion tactics become random variables.

In summary, the marketing mix for electronic media must somehow be

held in check in order to evaluate program equity. Therefore, in an ideal

research setting, the following criteria should be applied: (a) identical or highly

similar target program content (derived from same “product category”), (b)

identical pricing considerations (same price or free), (c) identical distribution of

target programs in terms of scheduling, signal coverage, and audience flow,

and (d) identical or neutralized short-term promotional tactics of competing

target programs.

Inertia, Momentum, and Equity

The well-documented influence of lead-in program ratings implies that

there are significant numbers of passive or uncommitted viewers who are not

motivated to change channels. The magnitude of this inertia or “resistance to

change,” however, has been difficult to predict in terms of rating points. Given
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the same lead-in rating points, some programs appear to “inherit” more points

than others. For example, a program with a big lead-in rating may be unable to

capitalize fully on this advantage, while another program dealing with a much

smaller lead-in can overcome this apparent disadvantage and exhibit

impressive ratings performance.

Using Keller’s (1993) conceptualizations of brand equity we can offer a

partial explanation for these inconsistencies. A program that is unable to

generate familiar, strong, and unique brand associations among its potential

viewers is vulnerable to the program content on competing channels. Likewise,

a program demonstrating strong equity characteristics will retain more of its

lead-in audience and recruit audiences from other channels.

Earlier we demonstrated how research in both brand equity and

inheritance effects have employed the concept of inertia to explain a

consumer’s resistance to change behavior patterns. For television, this

reluctance to change channels has been "coined tuning inertia." However,

inertia alone may not be as worthy a metaphor as another term borrowed from

physics, momentum. Intended as a measure of “how much” inertia is present

in a body, momentum consists of two components, mass and velocity

(Encyclopedia of Science and Technology, 1997). Based on this simple

formula, we can understand better how two bodies with the identical mass can

exhibit different degrees of momentum, depending on their relative speed.

Similarly, measures of mass alone cannot predict how susceptible a body is to
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“external forces.” Only when the mass and the velocity are measured in tandem

can we assess properly the power of inertia on a body.

From a consumer behavior perspective, we can surmise that inertia is

not necessarily a bad thing. Rather, it is the underlying consumer momentum

factors that must be evaluated: (a) the brand’s ability to retain current

customers in the face of external forces of direct competitors and (b) the ability

of a brand to recruit customers from competing brands. The repeat customers

of a brand exhibiting poor equity are vulnerable to a competitor’s marketing mix

and, therefore, have less momentum than a brand with stronger equity.

In a similar vein, one could propose that tuning inertia (inheritance

effects) is influenced by the two “momentum” factors of (a) retention of lead-in

audiences and (b) recruitment of audiences from other sources. This approach

explains how two programs with identical lead-in ratings can achieve different

results. Equity, then, can be viewed as a program’s ratings momentum.

Interfacing Momentum with Keller’s Conceptualizations

The above notions of inertia and momentum interface well with Keller’s

(1993) approach to brand equity. That is, if a consumer does not perceive any

“salient and unique associations” from a brand name, there will be a

resistance to change purchase behavior. This momentum can be disrupted by

the external force of a competing brand whose marketing mix generates

favorable, strong, and unique associations that “imply superiority over other

brands.” Similarly, a television audience member that is currently viewing one

particular channel will remain on that channel unless the “external forces” from
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a competing channel intervene sufficiently to motivate the viewer to change

channels.

Equity and Performance

We will recall that for Keller (1993) brand equity is the differential effect of

brand knowledge on consumer response in a competitive marketplace. This

brand knowledge includes (a) awareness and (b) image associations. The

more favorable, strong, and unique these associations, the more likely a

particular brand will be chosen over its direct competitors. This consumer

response (choice behavior) can be translated into measures of brand

performance in the marketplace. An essential caveat to assessing this

performance is the need to control the marketing mix components of direct

competitors.

Given this theoretical framework, television programs with strong

consumer-based brand equity should perform better in the marketplace than

programs with weak equity. That is, programs which elicit from viewers

favorable, strong, and unique associations will have a greater probability of

being chosen over direct competitors. Again, control of the marketing mix

elements is crucial in evaluating performance. Operationalizing program

performance logically should involve measures of audience program choice,

and for the past four decades within the broadcasting industry, the most

recognized measure has been program “ratings” provided by Nielsen Media

Research.
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The Nielsens: Measuring Program Performance

By adopting a behavioral approach to understanding program brand

equity and insisting that this work be relevant to the real-world business

environment of the broadcasting industry, Nielsen ratings were selected as the

most appropriate measure of program performance. The word rating is often

misunderstood outside the broadcast industry because the more vernacular

use of the term means a subjective judgment or opinion. That is, people are

asked often to “rate” their favorite movies, restaurants, or rock groups.

Broadcast and cable ratings, however, are simply estimates of audience tuning

behavior, or media exposure. Ratings are not intended to be a valid attitudinal

measure except in the sense that consumer behavior can be inferred to be

what Webster and Lichty (1991) and other researchers call “revealed

preference” (p. 27). The following is a brief synopsis of Nielsen research

methods.

In addition to the well known national “People Meter” ratings, Nielsen

also provides local program ratings to over 200 individual markets. Using a

multistage clustering sampling technique, all markets experience the month¬

long, diary-driven “sweeps” four times a year (November, February, May, and

July). An alternative to the sweeps for many major market stations is metered

“overnight” ratings. Presently, 42 local markets are measured daily, using a

passive electronic metering system that continuously records household

viewing. The viewing data are processed “overnight” and then faxed the

following morning to subscribing stations. From a reliability perspective, one of
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the major criticisms of the sweeps methodology is that it covers only 16 weeks

of the year and that these few weeks often are dominated by programming and

promotional hype that may distort results. Furthermore, program performance

data by individual days are not provided in the standard reports. Instead, ratings

are presented as four-week averages. Consequently, whenever possible, this

study utilized the more reliable overnight ratings which are not averaged and

offer continuous, long-run data.

The fundamental units of measure used in almost all ratings-based

research are households (000), rating points, and shares points. While

households are expressed as whole numbers, rating and share points are

percentage points. A rating expresses a program’s audience as a percentage

of the total population. A share expresses the same audience but as a

percentage of the households (or persons) using television (HUTs or PUTs).

Age and gender demographics can also be translated into rating and share

points (Nielsen Method, 1995).



CHAPTER 3
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES

From the basic research question, how does brand equity influence

program ratings performance, a number of exploratory hypotheses can be

offered that resonate with our proposed theoretical assumptions. The literature

review contends that brands exhibiting strong equity tend to be market leaders

and that, over time, short-term fluctuations in performance give way to a long¬

term durability in market rank. In other words, market leadership endures;

therefore, the following hypotheses were proposed.

H1: Programs with higher brand equity will exhibit higher broadcast

ratings than programs with lower brand equity.

H2: Programs with higher brand equity will exhibit higher broadcast

shares than programs with lower brand equity.

H3: Programs with higher brand equity will exhibit higher household

audiences than programs with lower brand equity.

The literature review also focused on the relationship of a program to its

lead-in (inheritance effects) and recognized the existence of a kind of tuning

inertia where viewers resist changing channels. However, a closer examination

brought to light the concept of momentum which suggests that, given the same

size lead-in, programs with strong equity will perform differently than programs

with weaker equity. That is, consumer-based brand equity can be found in the
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differential ratings response between two adjacent programs. The following

two hypotheses were offered.

H4: Programs with higher brand equity will reveal a significantly greater

difference between lead-in program audience size and program audience size

than programs with lower brand equity.

H5: Programs with higher brand equity will reveal a significantly greater

differential share index than programs with lower brand equity.

Narrowing our focus to the dynamics underlying this differential

response, the literature review proposed that program brand equity is a

function of (a) the power to retain lead-in audiences from the same channel

and (b) the power to recruit audiences from other sources. These two

components address the momentum of a program as it passes through its

competitive program environment. Accordingly, two additional hypotheses were

offered.

H6: Programs with higher brand equity will retain a greater proportion of

their lead-in audiences than programs with lower brand equity.

H7: Programs with higher brand equity will recruit a greater proportion of

audiences from other sources than programs with lower brand equity.



CHAPTER 4
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

Because of the exploratory nature of this study, a case study format is

appropriate. While there is an extensive statistical analysis involved with this

case study, the goal was not to generalize statistical results but rather explore

theoretical possibilities within a fairly controlled environment. Respected case

study researcher Robert Yin (1994) claims that

Case studies, like experiments, are generalizadle to theoretical
propositions and not to populations or universes. In this sense, the case
study does not represent a ‘sample’ and the investigators goal is to
expand and generalize theories and not to enumerate frequencies (p.
10)

The hypotheses serve as initial “tests” of some theoretical offerings but do not

exclude unexpected findings that may stimulate further exploration of program

equity.

There were two primary sources of data for this study: (a) Nielsen

“overnight" metered ratings and (b) Nielsen “sweep” ratings. As presented

earlier in the literature review, these data represent two different methodologies

for generating and reporting program ratings performance. Whenever possible,

the more reliable continuous overnight ratings were used, but there were

several situations where only sweeps data were suitable (the specific data

sources are disclosed on all tables and within the appropriate text portions of

the study). The basic units of analysis for program performance were
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household ratings (rt), household shares (sh), and total households (hh). Again,

the prior literature review offers precise statistical definitions of these terms.

Demographic information, such as gender and age, were not available from

the overnight metered data.

With the written permission of Nielsen Media Research, ratings data for

January through December 1996 for one major television market were turned

over to the researcher for analysis. This included 365 days of overnights and

four-month-long sweep periods (February, May, July, and November). Because

these periodic reports are used primarily to estimate ongoing and future

program performance, Nielsen averages the four-week ratings in order to

increase reliability.

In order to test the hypotheses presented in this study, these basic units

of analysis were sometimes manipulated statistically to reveal greater insight.

For example, the influence of program brand equity on program ratings

performance was evaluated from a number of perspectives. The first was a

comparison of newscast performance based on conventional descriptive

statistics of rating, share, and households. The second was an analysis of the

differential ratings responses between newscasts and their respective lead-in

programs (inheritance effects). This was accomplished through analysis of

variance, indexing, and correlational analysis.

To assess a program’s ability to retain lead-in audiences and recruit

audiences from other sources, Nielsen provided a custom “Audience Flow

Analysis” based on the May 1996 sweep period. This analysis tracks the
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source and destination of the viewing audiences between an adjacent quarter-

hour. For this study, our focal point was the household “flow” from

10:45 PM to 11:00 PM. Regrettably, Nielsen does not provide such flow studies

using overnight data, but the four-week sweep data still provided worthwhile

insight.

This test market was chosen specifically for reasons which are

presented in subsequent portions of this methodology section. For reasons of

confidentiality, the name of the market was not disclosed in the study, and the

target stations were identified merely as stations A, B and C.

Controlling the Marketing Mix

Based on Keller’s (1993) conceptualizations and discussions in the

prior literature review, the differential effect of brand knowledge on consumer

response must be measured under controlled circumstances. These

controlled circumstances include marketing mix components where the target

brands must be (a) direct competitors in terms of product category, (b) identical

in price across aii competing brands, (c) equally available in terms of

distribution to consumers, and (d) unaffected by short-term promotion activities.

In a broadcast programming context, a direct competitor would be a

program of highly similar content, such as a local newscast. Equal availability

would be defined as competing programs that are scheduled at the same day

and time in the same market airing on comparable facilities. Typical transitory

promotions would occur during the periodic ’’sweep” weeks.
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To satisfy the above criteria, the 1996 Nielsen ratings performance of the

late evening newscasts on three competing VHF stations in a top 20 southeast

television market were selected for this study. These three stations are well

established network-affiliated competitors that have been offering 11:00 PM

newscasts for over 20 years. Their terrestrial signal coverage and cable

penetration levels were highly similar. In fact, two stations share the same

transmitting tower. Furthermore, from an audience perspective, the average

weekly cumulative household delivery (Monday through Sunday, 6:00 AM to 1:00

AM) was almost identical for these target stations. That is, over the course of a

typical week, each station reached the same number of individual

(unduplicated) households within the market (Nielsen Cume, 1996).

In addition to obvious direct brand competition in terms of program

content, scheduling, and signal coverage, there was the added advantage of

each newscast experiencing a different lead-in seven nights a week. While

most stations in the country broadcast several news programs throughout the

day and evening, the ratings performance of the 11:00 PM (10:00 PM central)

newscast is considered often a primary indicator of a station’s vulnerability to

competitive attack (Eastman, 1997). With a different lead-in program every

night, the late news is the most susceptible time slot for competitive program

sampling by docile audiences that are not particularly committed to any one

brand of newscast.

To assure genuine direct competition, the ratings database was further

refined by extracting dates when the three newscasts did not compete head to
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head at 11:00 PM. Throughout the year stations are often forced into “late

starts” due to extended movies, specials events, and sports. For example, the

ABC affiliate had to contend with late starts for a dozen weeks due to Monday

Night Football, thus destabilizing the competitive marketing mix at 11:00 PM. Of

the 365 available dates for study, 289 were found to offer the ideal competitive

environment where at 11:00 PM news viewers had three legitimate news

options.

To neutralize the possible bias of short-term promotion activities, two

procedures were introduced. First, whenever possible, the continuous

overnight ratings were used instead of the periodic sweep weeks, thus diluting

the statistical influence of hypoing. Table 1 provides a breakout of the overnight

database.

Table 1

Breakout of Nielsen Metered Overnight Database

Number of original cases 364
Number of cases of direct 11:00 PM News
competition among three stations

289

Number of direct competition cases during
sweep months

86

Number of direct cases outside sweep months 203

A second precautionary procedure involved a direct comparison between

sweep weeks and nonsweep weeks data which revealed no significant

differences for 1996. Therefore, the 16 sweep weeks were retained in the

overall database. Tables 2 and 3 offer station-by-station comparisons.
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Table 2

Comparison of Sweep versus Nonsweep Cases: 1996 Descriptive
Household Data

Sweeps Nonsweeps
Station Mean

(000)
SD Mean

(000)
SD %

difference
A 127 26 132 27 4.0
B 114 33 115 31 1.0
C 89 21 92 23 3.0

Note. Sweep cases, N = 86; nonsweep cases, N = 203.
Mean scores based on Monday through Sunday newscasts.

Table 3

Comparison of Sweep versus Nonsweep Cases: Paired Sample
T-Test by Households

Station t- value 2 tail sig.
A -1.19 .239
B -.25 .806
C -1.00 .321

Note. Sweep cases, N = 86; nonsweep cases, N = 203

Establishing a Comparative Equity Benchmark

In order to test the relative influence of brand equity on program

performance, it was first necessary to identify a benchmark newscast that

demonstrated superior equity characteristics based on information garnered

from sources independent of the one-year Nielsen overnight ratings used for

this study. Based on the prior literature review, the following two criteria should

suffice as the basis for such a comparative benchmark.
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1. Significant long-term market dominance. From an outcome

perspective, consistently high market rankings over several years is a valid

indicator of strong equity.

2. Stated brand loyalty or commitment by heavy users of a product.

Bypassing broadcast ratings data, a consumer survey that provides

program viewing loyalty information can serve as an alternative measure of

equity.

Benchmark #1: Nielsen 10-Year Audience Trend Analysis

As stated in the literature review, one of the primary advantages to high

brand equity is long-term market share stability. Over time, strong brands

exhibit a resiliency to market fluctuations and competitive attacks. Table 4

provides a 10-year sweep summary (1986-1996) of late evening newscasts in

our test market by rating, share, and households.

Table 4

10-Year Monday through Friday Average Sweep Performance of Three
Newscasts (February 1986-November 1996)

Measure Station A Station B Station C F ratio Prob. Scheffee at .05
Rating &
(rank)

11.9 (1) 10.6 (2) 7.8 (3) 37.6 .000 A-B, B-C,
C - A

Share &
(rank)

27.3 (1) 24.3 (2) 17.5 (3) 64.0 .000 A-B, B-C,
C-A

Household
& (rank)

116 (1) 99 (2) 71 (3) 28.2 .000 A-B, B-C,
C-A

Note. N = 39 sweeps or 116 cases, df = 115, p level = .05
The following sweeps data were not available: July 1986, November 1988 and
1991, and May 1986.
Households = (000)
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Because overnight metered ratings were not available in this market

until the mid 1990s, this trend analysis is derived from conventional sweeps

data. Of the 40 consecutive sweep periods analyzed, station A seldom lost its

number one ranking. Additionally, over the 10-year period, the overall

differences among the three stations was found to be statistically significant in

all cases.

The investigator realizes that the use of these 10-year Nielsen ratings to

predict the outcome of current overnight Nielsen ratings could be construed as

a tautology in that both equity and performance are evaluated using the same

units of measure. Although these data do demonstrate Station A’s long-term

stability, the following benchmark offers better evidence of brand equity utilizing

a completely different methodology.

Benchmark #2: Marshall Marketing Loyalty Survey

In addition to a 10-year trend analysis, high equity for station A was

reaffirmed using data collected from Marshall Marketing and Communications.

As was discussed in the literature review, MM&C conducts annual surveys of

consumer purchasing habits for select markets around the county. In 1996, the

same year as the Nielsen ratings data, MM&C conducted such a survey in the

test market. Over 1,000 telephone interviews were conducted over four weeks.

Sample sizes were predetermined to yield a 2% to 4% margin of error within a

95% confidence level. Recurring and exclusive viewing were defined

operationally as watching only one station’s newscast at least three times over

the past seven days. Table 5 presents the results of the 1996 survey. The first
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two columns show that among subjects who watched at least one local

newscast during a prior week, Station A dominated the category by a 2 to 1

margin over either competitor. Sixty-nine percent of the responses included a

Station A newscast. Taking a narrower look at the exclusive viewing habits of

heavy users, the remaining two columns of the table reveal Station A as the

market leader, garnering over 31% of the adults who watched only one station

for local news. Here the margin for Station A was three to one over its

competitors. Presuming a controlled marketing mix where all stations were

equivalent in terms of time period, signal coverage, and market conditions,

these data support our earlier position. Station A demonstrated the highest

brand equity.

Table 5

1996 Marshall Marketing and Communications Survey on Exclusive (Loyal)
Viewing of Newscasts

Stations Watched at
least once

during past
week

% of once

per week
viewing**

Watched

exclusively
3 or more times

during past week

% of Exclusive

viewing

Combined 562* - 298 53.0
A 388 69.0 177 31.5
B 191 34.3 57 10.1
C 191 34.2 64 11.4

*Original sample frame, N = 1,200. **Total % of three stations exceeds 100%
because of viewing of multiple stations during week.

Having established, at least tentatively, station A as the comparative

equity benchmark for the market, we can approach the research question of
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how does program brand equity influence program ratings performance on an

everyday basis.



CHAPTER 5
RESULTS

Hypotheses One, Two, and Three

The initial three hypotheses predicted a program with higher brand

equity would outperform its direct competitors across a number of descriptive

audience statistics including, ratings, shares, and households. Analyzing the

adjusted 1996 overnight ratings data, the hypotheses were supported on all

dimensions. Table 6 reveals that for the categories of (a) overall performance

and (b) individual day performance, station A (our designated equity leader)

achieved the majority of number one rankings in households, ratings, and

shares. Furthermore, ANOVAs of these differences in program performance

indicate they were significant. A significant f statistic, however, indicates only

the station means are probably different. It does not pinpoint where the

differences occur. Therefore, the table goes a step further by identifying the

specific station combinations that are different. The Scheffee multiple

comparison procedure is considered highly conservative because it requires

larger differences between means for significance than most other methods

(Norusis, 1996). At a significance level of .05 we see that comparisons of

rating, share, and household data are nearly identical. Furthermore, on a day-

by-day basis, the number of significant combinations of stations is highly

similar except for the combination of station A and station B on several nights.
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Table 6

Comparative Newscast Performance Based on Nielsen Metered Overnight Ratings

Measure rankings expressed within parentheses. ** Scheffe and post hoc analysis based on p = <.05.
CD
hO
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Station C distinguishes itself for being significantly different from both

competitors every day of the week but Friday. Referring back to earlier data, we

see that these significant differences are not necessarily signs of outstanding

ratings performance. On the contrary, station C languished in third place

across all measures. A second post hoc analysis looks at the relative

performance of station A against the averaged audience ratings of stations B

and C in tandem. Again, station A's market leadership was significant.

Some of the above ANOVA results may violate certain statistical

assumptions or necessary conditions for a perfect analysis. In particular, the

reader is cautioned not to make any strict interpretations of share figures,

which by definition cannot be viewed as independent data units. Because the

use of ratings, shares, and households is so pervasive in the broadcasting

industry, these units of measure were included in the initial portions of this

results chapter. However, in subsequent analyses when statistical

independence is required, only household (000) data are analyzed.

Hypotheses Four and Five

Hypotheses four and five addressed the functional relationship of the

newscasts to their respective lead-in programs. Programs with strong equity

were expected to optimize lead-in ratings more efficiently than programs with

weaker equity. This efficiency would be observed in the differential ratings

response between the two programs. Depending on the type of analysis

employed, these propositions were supported to varying degrees.
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Hypothesis four stated that programs with higher brand equity will reveal

a significantly greater difference between lead-in program audience size and

program audience size than programs with lower brand equity. Table 7 looks at

the overall household performance of the three stations. In terms of combined

performance, we see that there was a 6% drop in households using television

from 10:45 PM to 11:00 PM. However, the data also show that station A, as

expected, witnessed a substantial gain in audience, surpassing its lead-in by

9%. Of the three stations, only station A achieved a positive differential

response to its lead-in, thus supporting the hypothesis. Additionally, an

ANOVA and Scheffee analysis of these differentials (news minus lead-in

households) indicates that these differences were significant among all three

stations.

Table 7

Differential Performance Between 10:45 PM Lead-in and 11:00 PM Newscasts
(Overall Nielsen Metered Overnight Households [0001)

Station
A

Station
B

Station
C

A&B&C
(News
HUT)

F ratio Prob. Scheffee at .05

10:45 PM 115 127 99 341 33.4 .000 A-B, A-C
11:00 PM 127 110 91 326 126.0 .000 A-B, B-C, C-A
Differential +11 -17 -8 -15 79.2 .000 A-B, B-C, A-C
% change + 9 -14 - 9 - 6

Note, df = 866, p = .05

Hypothesis five stated that programs with higher equity will reveal a

significantly greater differentia! share index than programs with lower equity.

Because the number of homes using television (HUT) can change dramatically
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throughout the day, comparing household and ratings data from different time

periods may be misleading. Share calculations, however, are based solely on

the available audience at the time of the measurement. Therefore, Table 8

interprets the newscast/lead-in relationship as a share index. Index scores

exceeding a magnitude of one indicate the degree to which a newscast

outperformed its lead-in. Conversely, scores of less than one infer the degree

to which the program was unable to hold its lead-in audiences. As expected, in

almost all cases, station A (our equity leader) indexed higher than its two

competitors.

Table 8

Share Index of Late Newscasts Compared to Lead-in Programming

Station Overall Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun
A 1.28 1.5* 1.2 * 1.2 * 1.5 * 1.0 1.5 * 1.2 *
B 1.02 1.1 .97 .99 .83 1.1 * 1.1 1.1
C 1.08 1.0 .94 1.2 * 1.2 1.0 1.0 .96

*lndicates highest index for that evening.

Another way to evaluate the differential response of a newscast to its

lead-in is through correlational analysis. Nearly all work on inheritance effects

has used this technique in describing the close association or dependence

between adjacent programs. However program brand equity is presumed to be

a function of independence. That is, a program with strong equity is not as

dependent on its lead-in for audience ratings as a program exhibiting lesser

equity. Therefore, one would expect a weaker association (less dependency)
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for a program with relatively strong equity. It was presumed that evidence of this

lack of dependency would provide indirect support of hypotheses four and five.

Table 9 offers the results of a correlational analysis based on household data.

From an overall standpoint, the correlation data give partial support for

the hypothesis in that station A’s correlation is substantially lower than station

B. However, Station C demonstrated an even lower figure. On a day-by-day

basis, station A offered more convincing evidence by “winning” four out of the

seven nights with the lowest correlation.

Table 9

Household Correlational Analysis Between 10:45 PM Lead-in Programming
and 11:00 PM Newscasts

Station Overall Mon Tues Wed Thurs Fri Sat Sun
A .76 .53* .55 * .75 .60* .61 * .53 * .89
B .85 .86 .65 .68 * .86 .68 .60 .84
C .71 .78 .67 .83 .41 .65 .55 .59 *

Note. A = 4, B= 1, C = 2.

indicates lowest r among the three stations.

As a brief digression, the investigator explored a different method of

correlation of the overall data. Since most television programming recurs on a

weekly basis, correlations were performed using seven-day rolling averages

rather than on the more conventional single-day data. According to the data

results presented in Table 10, station A revealed the greatest disparity between

the two methods and also repositioned itself as the station exhibiting the

lowest correlation.
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Looking at the regression data for overall household performance

among the three competing stations, Table 11 reveals that each newscast had

a strong positive linear relationship with its lead-in programming. Lead-in

Table 10

Comparison of Household Correlations Derived from Single Day versus
Seven-Day Moving Average Data

Station r derived from

single day data
r derived from

seven-day moving average data
A .76 .59
B .85 .82
C .71 .72

Table 11

Regression Data Based on Overall Households (Independent Variable:
Lead-in Program Dependent Variable: Newscasts)

Station Slope Intercept
A .76 53,337
B .85 49,951
C .71 44,478

households were strong predictors of newscast household performance.

However, on face value the slope and intercepts do not indicate any

remarkable differences among the three competitors. Based on these data,

one could speculate that Station A’s success cannot be attributed solely to its

ability to convert lead-in audiences but rather to its power to recruit audiences

from other sources. The final two hypotheses take a closer look at this

possibility.
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Hypotheses Six and Seven

Hypotheses six and seven take the above notions of differential

response (or momentum) a step further by dividing the phenomenon into two

distinct segments: (a) the power to retain lean-in audiences and (b) the power

to recruit audiences from other sources. Nielsen Media Research provided the

investigator with a standard “Flow Analysis" study of the May 1996 diary sweep

period. Using four-week averaged household ratings, Nielsen tracked weekday

audience flow from 10:45 PM to 11:00 PM. While the complete study is shown

in the appendix, the most salient data have been distilled into Table 12.

Table rows 1 through 4 (shaded area) provide data on the relative

audience composition of each newscast. That is, total news households (row

4) equals the sum of households retained from lead-ins (row 1), plus

households recruited from other stations providing local news (row 2) plus

households recruited from nonnews sources (row 3). The last two categories

deal with audiences that “switched” channels in order to watch a specific

newscast. The percentage columns within the shaded area give the proportion

of the total news audience that each category' holds. These four data rows,

however, do not provide sufficient insight into the power of brand equity. Rows

5, 6, and 7 delve into dynamics of our final hypotheses.

Hypothesis six predicted that programs with higher brand equity would

retain a greater proportion of their lead-in audiences than programs with lower

brand equity. As expected, row 5 of Table 12 shows station A to be the best

performer, retaining 65% of its lead-in households.
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Hypothesis seven stated that programs with higher brand equity would

recruit a greater proportion of audiences from other sources than programs

with lower brand equity. Rows 6 and 7 of Table 12 address this proposition.

Perhaps the proportion of households recruited from other news stations (row

6) offers the most persuasive evidence. Here we have audiences that switched

away from a channel that was about to present a local newscast. Of all the

news channel “switchers,” station A earned the largest proportion (44%).

Similarly, station A recruited a greater proportion (51%) of the total nonnews

switchers.
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Table 12

Nielsen Audience Flow Analysis, May Sweep 1996 (10:45 to 11:00 PM, Monday
Through Friday, Four-Week Average Households [0001)

Row
no.

Measure Station A Station B Station C

0 000 % 000 % 000 %

1 HH retained from
lead-in

80 49 77 59 53 56

2 HH recruited from
from other news
stations
(switchers)

40 25 29 22 23 24

3 HH recruited from
non news sources

(switcher)

44 26 25 19 18 20

4 Total News HH 164 100 131 100 94 100

5 % HH retained
from leads-in *

65 54 51

6 % recruited from
total news
switchers (92) **

44 31 25

7 % recruited from
total non news

switchers (87) ***

51 29 20

Note, chi sguare p = .05:

*4.49 with stations B and C collapsed, df = 1. ** 5.0 with stations B and C
collapsed, df = 1. *** 12.84 among all three stations, df = 2 and 11.64 with
stations B and C collapsed, df = 2.



CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION

The purpose of this study was to explore the plausibility of applying

brand equity theory to television program ratings performance. While the

industry has embraced the “buzzwords” of brand management, there has been

little scholarly work on making the transition from products as brands to media

as brands. While specific hypothesis were presented, much of the effort

invested in this study was a matter of curiosity and intellectual tinkering. As the

title of this dissertation implies, the first challenge was conceptualization—How

can conventional brand equity theory be applied in a meaningful way to

television programming. The second challenge was to find a way to measure

or operationalize these concepts using standard Nielsen ratings data.

In addition to an overview of brand equity theory, the conclusion of the

literature review section provided some feasible conceptualizations for

television programming. In particular, Keller (1993) and the notions of

consumer inertia (momentum) were found to work well in explaining program

performance in light of the powerful Influence of inheritance effects. Presuming

that essentia! marketing mix components are controlled or neutralized, the

program equity model of audiences retained/audiences recruited appears to

have merit.

71
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Applying this model to inheritance effects offers some new theoretical

insights. Instead of addressing structural factors such as program type or

number of program options, this approach delved into the ability of a program

to retain lead-in audiences and recruit audiences from other sources. In

tandem, these two power dimensions define a program's momentum as it

“travels” through time. A program exhibiting strong equity can overcome a poor

lead-in and recruit loyal viewers from other sources. Additionally, this program

will be less likely to lose portions of its lead-in audience to direct competitors.

The case study provided a more concrete way to “test” some of these

theoretical propositions. All seven hypotheses were supported to some degree

and open the door for further theoretical work and more generalizare empirical

research.

From a conceptual standpoint, the a major dilemma facing the

investigator was choosing a theoretical starting point. With so many divergent

conceptualizations and theories available, brand equity can be almost anything

a researcher wants it to be. From attitudinal notions of “heritage,” “reputation,”

“perceived quality,” “depth of awareness,” “enthusiasm,” and “commitment” to

more behavioral concepts, such as “pricing elasticity,” “repeat purchases,”

“exclusive heavy user,” and “consumer inertia,” marketing professionals and

scholars have yet to agree on a precise definition of brand equity.

Compounding the problem is that many in the field use marketing terms such

as brand image, brand loyalty, and brand equity interchangeably. After much

searching and reflection, Keller (1993) emerged from this theoretical muddle
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with an approach that can be translated readily into broadcast programming

terms. Keller’s theoretical underpinnings combined with a more rigorously

defined branding vocabulary can form the bedrock of a brand equity research

agenda.

A far more perplexing issue was discovered on the operational side of

program brand equity. Keller’s (1993) overall conceptual framework requires a

controlled marketing mix which enables a researcher to capture the relative

power of brand equity. That is, strong, favorable, and unique brand

associations (brand knowledge) cannot be measured properly until the

possible confounding elements of the brand’s marketing mix are held in check.

Marketing mix factors such as pricing, distribution, and promotion can taint

equity measures that rely on in-market brand performance data.

For our case study, controlling these marketing mix factors was an

unexpected challenge. The methodology section of this dissertation revealed a

number of problems that had to be overcome. Among these were (a) identifying

direct competitors by program type or genre and (b) creating the simultaneous

availability of direct competitors. The selection of three 11:00 PM local

newscasts, scheduled at the exact same time, made for an ideal test

environment for our case study. However, most television programming does

not offer this convenience.

Determining who is a direct competitor can be a frustrating task. While

local newscasts do not pose a great problem, other program types can

generate considerable disagreement among media researchers. For example,
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should “Home Improvement” and “Married With Children?” be assigned to the

same genre of sitcom? Within the category of adult drama, should “NYPD Blue”

and “Dr. Quinn” be regarded as coming from the same product category?

Webster (1985) addressed this issue of program typology and warned that the

current industry categories would someday become “overly broad, and

insensitive to subtle, though important, distinctions” (p. 125). In an environment

of highly distinctive niche programming on dozens of channels, the definition of

a direct competitor will become even more challenging.

The availability of direct competitors at the same point in time was

accomplished easily with our three 11:00 PM newscasts, but this situation is

more the exception than the rule in television. In fact, in our test market there is

currently a 10:00 PM local newscast on a small UHF station. Do people watch

this program because it is the only 10:00 PM news in the market, or is there

evidence of genuine brand equity based on content ? If this station scheduled

its newscast at 11:00 PM, against the other entrenched news competitors, how

well would it perform? Because of the time-bound nature of broadcasting,

these types of questions are not answered easily. Perhaps a “what if” survey

could be administered to an appropriate sample group. In this case, the

controls would be far more contrived than a real-world setting where actual

viewing behavior could be recorded.

Two related distribution factors that may be awkward to control are

signal coverage and available potential audiences. Just as retailers recognize

the marketing advantages of a superior distribution system, so broadcast
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researchers must be aware of certain structural factors, such as signal

strength and the available audiences that can be reached by that signal.

Programs that cannot be received cannot be watched. Unless there is a “level

playing field” in terms of program distribution, consumer-based brand equity

cannot be measured accurately. Fortunately, our test market exhibited

equivalency in this area, but this may not be the case for some other markets.

For example, the Gainesville, Florida, television market must “import” CBS and

NBC signals via cable retransmission from other nearby markets.

The negative impact of certain promotion activities must also be

controlled. In recent months, there has been an outcry from the broadcast and

advertising industries to control the marketing abuses unleashed during the

infamous sweep weeks, and some progress has been made. In our case

study, the sweeps did not appear to have any extraordinary influence on

newscast ratings, but other program dayparts may have been more vulnerable

to hypoing. Of course, the best cure for sweeps distortion is to look beyond

periodic measures and instead examine continuous overnight viewing data.

Regrettably, only 42 out of the 212 Nielsen television markets currently have

this research capability.

After determining a plausible theoretical approach and wrestling with the

above-mentioned methodological challenges, the seven program performance

hypotheses were then tested. A primary assumption of the study was that

station A was a suitable equity benchmark. The two criteria of (a) long-term

ratings leadership and (b) viewer loyalty data derived from the Marshall
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Marketing survey served as yardsticks for isolating station A from its

competitors.

While recognizing the lack of external validity, the hypotheses found

considerable support. As expected, the overall and daily performance of station

A was exceptional when compared to its competitors. In fact, stations B and C

often appeared quite similar in their audience performance, while station A

stood apart from the crowd. When analyzing newscast performance in

relationship to lead-in programming, the results were mixed. From simple

differential and indexing perspectives, station A consistently outperformed its

lead-in program. The correlational analyses were not as convincing but did

show general support. The correlations performed on the overall (seven-day)

data revealed less equity value for station A than the individual day data. This

may be the result of distortions that can occur sometimes when averaging

data. For example, the .89 correlation on Sunday night for station A is far out of

line compared with the other six days of the week and may have overstated the

overall performance of the station. Similarly, the Thursday night correlation for

station C (against “ER” on NBC) is extraordinarily low compared with other

days. Another possibility may be a conceptual flaw. That is, the supposed

independence of our high equity station may be revealed only when the lead-in

is exceptionally poor. Another related avenue for future exploration is why the

use of seven-day moving averages (Table 10) seemed to enhance the position

of station A.
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The regression analyses in this dissertation invite some theoretical

speculation on the interpretation of program equity. The two components of a

single linear regression equation, its slope (coefficient) and its intercept

(constant), could be construed as indicators of the two power dimensions of

our equity model. Given the identical lead-in audiences (independent variable),

it is possible mathematically for two programs to exhibit the same slope but

different intercepts and visa versa. The slope of the equation may provide a

rough measure of the efficiency of a program to retain its lead-in audience.

Alternatively, the intercept, which would be defined mathematically as the size

of a news audience (dependent variable) when the lead-in (independent

variable) is zero, might be analogous to a measure of the program’s ability to

recruit audiences from other sources. In a typical regression analysis there are

seldom any data points clustering at the actual intercept point. Therefore, this

figure should not be interpreted in absolute terms. However, it may be of some

value as a comparison tool. In the case study, station A revealed a modestly

higher coefficient and intercept than its two competitors. Additional studies

across several markets can determine if these results were merely

coincidental.

The most illuminating data came from the Nielsen Audience flow study

which actually tracked audience retention and outside recruitment for the May

sweep period. Despite some methodological limitations, which are presented

later, the data offered the most persuasive evidence for supporting hypotheses
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six and seven. The ability of Station A to both retain and recruit audiences were

unsurpassed.

Study Limitations

Aside from the above-mentioned difficulties in controlling the marketing

mix, the researcher recognizes several limitations to this particular study. First,

there is the lack of external validity. By design this was an exploratory effort

under limited conditions that were familiar to the researcher. The three news

programs in this particular market provided an ideal field setting where

marketing mix factors could be controlled to a reasonable degree. By having

different lead-in programs each night, the newscasts were placed in different

“experimental” conditions. With the goal of taking the first steps in

conceptualizing and measuring the effects of brand equity on television

programs, the results of this case study are encouraging. The next logical step

is to apply some or all of these notions across other markets and other types of

programming.

A second limitation was the reliability of Nielsen ratings. Although

another measure of program performance would not be as relevant to the real

world of commercial broadcasting, there is no denying the inadequacies of

Nieslen ratings. The buyers and sellers of program audiences may look at

these numbers as absolute measures, but media researchers (including

Nielsen itself) recognize several statistical limitations. First, Nielsen does not

guarantee a representative random sample due to a number of factors, the

most important being dismal cooperation rates (averaging 45%) among
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people asked to participate. Secondly, presuming the samples were perfectly

random, there is considerable sampling error (standard error) that is not

disclosed in the regular reports. At the beginning of every Nielsen market

sweep report, the company warns subscribers against using certain ratings

data to make management decisions because the relative standard error could

exceed 50% (Nielsen Method, 1995). Therefore, television ratings data tend to

fluctuate. Many media professionals want to believe that these changes are

real, but savvy researchers know that much of this motion is due to sampling

error or “bounce” rather than legitimate changes in audience tuning behavior.

While there are distinct advantages to using the metered overnight

ratings compared to the four-week averaged sweeps data, a disappointing

drawback was the lack of demographic information. Unlike the national Nielsen

“people meter” ratings, local metered markets have yet to adopt this recording

technology. Currently, overnight ratings are restricted to household data. Based

on the literature review, it seems possible that program loyalties could vary

across age and gender demographic categories.

This same limitation arose when we examined Nielsen audience flow

studies. To date, this detailed audience analysis is restricted to sweep weeks

data. In our case, we had to look at Monday through Friday average newscast

performance over one month. Despite these limitations, our theoretical

precepts of (a) power to retain audiences and (b) the power to recruit

audiences were substantiated, and Nielsen promises that overnight flow

studies would be available soon to metered markets. Meanwhile, the sweep-
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based flow studies (four per year) can still be applied to other markets in an

attempt to replicate our case study findings. Of course, Nielsen charges

broadcasters a substantial fee for these special studies, so an academic

researcher may have a financial handicap.

The Marshal Marketing and Communications data were used primarily

as a benchmark comparison for the Nielsen ratings. Within their statistical

calculations was the determination of “heavy users." Offhand, this type of

information seems most appropriate for equity research, but similar ratings

data are not obtained easily from Nielsen. For an undisclosed fee, Nielsen will

do a custom data analysis.

Conclusions

Returning to the essential purpose of this study, one can conclude that

program brand equity is a plausible theoretical notion that can be applied to

electronic media. However, broadcasters should be wary of all the brand

management jargon that is so prevalent in the trade press and industry

discussions. This study also showed that, given a highly controlled research

setting, the impact of attitudinal components of program brand equity (Keller’s

brand knowledge) can be measured to some degree using the behavioral

measures of standard Nielsen ratings. Additionally, this project offers new

insight into the phenomenon of inheritance effects and tuning inertia.

After establishing conceptual and operational definitions of program

brand equity, this study examined how a program with substantial brand equity

performs when compared to direct competitors with less brand equity. The
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seven hypotheses approached this issue from several perspectives.

Hypotheses one, two, and three looked at overall ratings performance and

found that the program identified as having high brand equity had higher

ratings, higher shares, and a larger household audience. Hypotheses four and

five narrowed the investigation to the relationship of a program to its lead-in. A

number of statistical indicators revealed that a program with strong equity

processes or “inherits” audiences in ways that are different than its direct

competitors. That is, while the high equity program consistently outperformed

its 10:45 PM lead-ins to maintain 11:00 PM ratings leadership, the other

stations usually lost ratings during this transition. Translating these rating point

gains and losses into the components of where an audience has come from

and where it has gone was the domain of the final two hypotheses. Using a

“Flow Analysis” that differentiated between audiences retained from lead-ins

and audiences recruited from other sources, the results indicated that the high

equity program was superior to its low equity competitors not only in retaining

lead-in households but was in drawing households from surrounding

channels and the “off’ position. Taking an even tighter focus, the results

showed that the high equity program demonstrated exceptional power in

recruiting audiences from channels offering similar local newscasts (direct

competitors). Taken in combination, the hypotheses validate the importance of

brand equity to the ratings success of a television program--at least for local

news programming.
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On a subordinate level, we can also conclude that this study explains

some of the extreme variance found in prior inheritance effects research.

Rather than relying solely on structural factors, such as program type and

number of program options, we can now introduce the audiences retained/

audiences recruited equity model to help explain these disparities.

Suggestions for Future Research

This study fosters several research avenues for continued scholarly

work. On a rudimentary level, there is a need to clarify exact research topics

using proper terminology. For example, page 39 offered some standard brand

concepts that could be applied to broadcast programming. Additionally, there is

a need to segment further these branding domains into programs, stations,

and networks. Below is a proposed research topic grid that may be useful for

future investigations of media as brands.

Media As Brands Research Topic Grid

Program Station Network
Brand Awareness
Brand Extensions
Brand Image
Brand Positioning
Brand Loyalty & commitment
Brand Equity

Taking the theoretical position that understanding audience flow is

crucial to understanding the influence of program brand equity, the following

proposed audience member categories may assist future research.
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1. Loyalists.

Definition: Viewers who hold strong consumer-based program brand

equity and are found within the lead-in program’s total audience.

Disposition: These viewers remain in place on the same channel

because of brand commitment

2. Passives.

Definition: Viewers who do not hold any strong consumer-based

program brand equity towards any direct competitor and are found within the

lead-in program’s total audience.

Disposition: These viewers will remain in place on the same channel

because of simple “inertia” rather than true commitment.

3. Converts.

Definition: Viewers who hold strong consumer-based program equity but

were watching on a competing channel and, therefore, are motivated to switch

channels.

Disposition: If necessary., these viewers will abandon a lead-in program

channel and switch over to a more suitable program option (see number 5

defectors below).

4. Tune- ins.

Definition: “Appointment” viewers who hold very strong consumer-based

program brand equity and make a deliberate effort to turn on the TV set in order

to watch a specific program. It possible to have a subcategory of passive tune-
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ins, where the desire is simply to have the set “on” with no regard for specific

programming.

Disposition-. These viewers are acquired audiences from what some

researchers call the “off position.”

5. Defectors.

Definition'. “Converts” seen from an opposing perspective, that is,

viewers who are about to abandon a program channel in order to find a more

suitable or preferred program. Defectors hold strong consumer-based

program equity for a direct competitor. (One program’s defector is another

program’s convert.)

Disposition: At the appropriate time, these viewers leave one program

and go to another on a competing channel.

Using these categories, one could hypothesize that program equity (a)

increases the number of converts, (b) reduces the number of defectors, (c)

reinforces current loyalists, and (d) transforms passives into converts.

Implications For the Field

Well now, home entertainment was my baby’s wish
so I hoped into town for a satellite dish
I tied it to the top of my Japanese car
I came home and pointed it out to the stars
A message came back from the great beyond
There’s fifty-seven channels and nothin’ on.

(Springsteen, 1989)

in an earlier decade, when cable and satellite delivery systems were just

beginning to offer a broad range of programming options, singer/songwriter

Bruce Springsteen composed a prophetic tune entitled “57 Channels And
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Nothin’ On.” It recounts the tale of a frustrated young man who, after eagerly

embracing these new technologies, finds that even with an array of 57 program

channels, there was still nothing of value to watch on his TV. Finally, he

retaliates by shooting his television set with his .44 magnum. Keller (1993), no

doubt, would affirm that these programs failed to engender any favorable,

strong, or unique brand associations and, indeed, from a scholarly viewpoint,

Keller would be correct. While Springsteen was surely unfamiliar with the term

brand equity, he did reveal delightful insights into consumer behavior and the

challenge of creating successful media brands. Successfully applying the

notions of consumer-based brand equity will be crucial for the economic

survival of broadcast programs, stations, and networks. As we approach a new

digital decade, where 57 choices will seem meager, the consumer anguish

found in Springsteen’s classic song will continue to ring true. Without proper

media brand management, audiences in the 21st century will lament about

157 channels and nothing on.



APPENDIX
A NIELSEN TV METERED MARKET HOUSEHOLD ANALYSIS MAY 1996

NSI-PLUS•
NIELSEN TV METERED MARKET HOUSEHOLD ANALYSIS
ORLANDO MAY 1996

NO. 78931
FOR NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH

AUDIENCE SOURCE AND DESTINATION

DMA HOUSEHOLDS
SOURCE TIME: AVERAGE OF WKS 1-4 MON 10:45PM

WKS 1-4 WED.10: 45PM
WKS 1-4 FRI 10:45PM

DESTINATION: AVERAGE OF WKS 1-4 MON 11: 00PM
WKS 1-4 WED 11:00PM
WKS 1-4 FRI 11:00PM

WKS 1-4 TUE 10:45PM
WKS 1-4 THU 10:45PM

WKS 1-4 TUE 11:00PM
WKS 1-4 THU 11:00PM

AVG.SOURCE
AUDIENCE AVG. DESTINATION AUDIENCE (000)

STATION (000) WFTV WCPX WESH WKCF WOFL WRBW OTHR OFF
TOTAL 141 82 116 35 40 6

WFTV 124 80 10 15 4. 7 _ 11 14
WCPX 103 18 53 14 2 6 - 8 14
WESH 142 22 13 ' 77 4 7 1 14 21
WKCF 45 10 3 5 26 2 - 3 5
WOFL ' 35 8 2 4 1 18 - 4 5
WRBW 11 2 1 1 - - 3 2

-

1
OTHER 19 9 11 2 6 -

TUNE-IN 5 3 4 3 2 -

AVG. SOURCE
AUDIENCE AVG. DESTINATION AUDIENCE (%)

STATION (%) WFTV WCPX WESH WKCF WOFL WRBW OTHR OFF
TOTAL 14. 1 8.2 11. 6 3. 5 4. 1 0. 6

WFTV 12. 4 8. 0 1. 0 1. 5 0. 4 0. 7 _ 1. 1 1.4
WCPX 10. 3 1. 8 5. 3 1. 4 0. 2 0. 6 - 0. 8 1. 4
WESH 14. 2 2. 2 1. 3 7. 7 0. 4 0. 7 0. 1 1.4 2. 1
WKCF 4. 6 1. 0 0. 3 0.5 2. 6 0. 2 - 0. 3 0. 5
WOFL 3. 6 0. 8 0. 2 0. 4 0.1 1. 8 - 0. 4 0. 5
WRBW 1. 1 0. 2 0. 1 0.1 - - 0. 3 0. 2 0. 1

OTHER 1. 9 0. 9 1. 1 0. 2 0. 6 -

TUNE- IN 0. 5 0. 3 0. 4 0. 3 0. 2 -
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NSI-PLUS
NIELSEN TV METERED MARKET HOUSEHOLD ANALYSIS
ORLANDO MAY 1996

NO. 78931
FOR NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH

AUDIENCE SOURCE AND DESTINATION

DMA HOUSEHOLDS
SOURCE TIME: AVERAGE OF WKS 1-4 MON 10: 45PM WKS 1-4 TUE

WKS 1-4 WED 10: 45PM WKS 1-4 THU
WKS 1-4 FRI 10:45PM

DESTINATION: AVERAGE OF WKS 1-4 MON 11:00PM WKS 1-4
WKS 1-4 WED 11:00PM WKS 1-4
WKS 1-4 FRI 11:00PM

TUE
THU

10:45PM
10: 45PM

11: OOPM
11: OOPM

DESTINATION OF AUDIENCE - AVERAGE BASIS
STATION SHARE WFTV WCPX WESH WKCF WOFL WRBW CTHR OFF

WFTV 100 64 8 12 3 5 9 . 11
WCPX 10Ó 17 52 IA¬ 2 6 - 8 14
WESH 100 15 , 9 SS 3 5 1 10 15
WKCF 100 23 . 7 12 56 4 - 7 11
WOFL 100 22 5 12 4 50 - 10 13
WRBW 100 20 9 11 31 19 11

SOURCE OF AUDIENCE - AVERAGE BASIS
STATION WFTV WCPX WESH WKCF WOFL ' WRBW

TOTAL SHARE 100 100 100 100 100 100

WFTV 57 12 13 11 16 -

WCPX 13 65 12 7 16 -

WESH 16 16 67 13 18 17
WKCF 7 4 5 73 4 -

WOFL 6 2 ' 4 4 44 -

WRBW 2 1 1 - - 56
OTHER 14 10 9 7 14 -

TUNE-IN 4 3 3 8 5 -

COPYRIGHT 1997 BY NIELSEN MEDIA RESEARCH, INC.
ALL AUDIENCE DATA CONTAINED IN THIS ANALYSIS
WERE OBTAINED FROM THE SAME METER RECORDS
USED TO PRODUCE THE REGULAR NIELSEN TV REPORT.
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